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First Train Ride  Jarrod Blair Firing his Steam Portable 

Heavy SteamLine Up      
   MSTEC Fowler 
Ploughing engine .  
   Lloyds Marshall 
Road Loco . 
   Peter Jackman’s 
Ploughing Engine  

SWB Landy  

Warwick’s EFI Radial 

Young family 
enjoying the 
Stapmanns 
Holder tractor  
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What An  RALLY 

     Hopes of a rally rose slightly by the end of November when restrictions eased sufficiently to have out door gatherings of up 
to 50 people which allowed us to have the belated AGM. Here it was decided to not pull the pin on the rally but proceed even 
if in some watered down form in the hope restrictions eased. December planning was started but no real commitments made in 
case it did not take place.   
     Planning did not commence till the Committee meeting at the end of January. Initially  some members felt the virus 
conditions too daunting and were in favour of pulling the pin but after talking it through these looked manageable and with a 
number of good reasons to have a rally all were soon on board.  The following Feb Social meeting focused on rally 
preparation and where members could assist. and after talking through the covid requirements it looked like the hurdles could 
be overcome so soon  all were rearing to go  and the real rally planning started. . 
     Disaster struck with a total lockdown a few days later. Fortunately it was only 5 days as promised and we just carried on  
with a tremendous effort in the last 2 weeks.  
     Visiting Exhibitors One thing that was 
really amazing and contributed greatly to 
the success was the support we got from 
outside exhibitors especially welcome as we 
had to cut a few corners ourselves . 
 

It was a great relief when exhibitors 
from kindred clubs , including Emerald , 
Yarra Valley , Port Phillip and Warragul 
started rolling up with trailer loads of 
superbly restored engines no doubt 
lockdown projects . Before this our 
compounds were looking a bit sparse with 
engines that had received no TLC since the 
club was out of bounds to most members.  

      Despite all odds and a very late start we managed to pull off an Amazing 2021 
Rally with near record attendances. A great credit to all involved, members and 
visiting exhibitors alike. Luck played a part as we had the last rally before virus 
restrictions shut everything down and the first rally for 2021 just 2 weeks after 
restrictions eased just sufficiently. How good is that ?            Warwick Bryce  

Morris’s and friends fantastic 
earth moving demonstrations 
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   At lot of this was a bit unexpected and included the 
Face painting lady Wing Lau asking if she could come 
with her incredible work. Colin Pelling was another 
who undertook to take care of all the catering 
arrangements and Sparks with his P.A. .  
The band and food are important parts of the rally 
they also took care of themselves while operating 

under social distancing  requirements.  

       Model Engineers put on a display that 
grabbed the attention of not only the older 
generation but the youngsters as well . By 
leaving the models locked up over  night and 
organizing a roster system of members to 
man it each day  the display ran for the whole 
3 days of the rally which was greatly 
appreciated as by Monday  some areas had 
become quite sparse even though there was 
still plenty of public in attendance. 
Julie and Leonard , all the way up 
from Warragul , attended for the 3 days 
with their mechanical curiosities including 

a hot air engine that ran on the heat of a cup of coffee 
and a perpetual motion machine that ran off the sun. 
 
Then we had the John Wolf the Organ Grinder , Des 
Lang with his Fairground organ and Steam punks all 
adding to the Festival atmosphere. 

This line up of 
restored Chev Trucks 
would be anyone's pride and 
joy . Peter Lynch photo 
 

 Displayed in a beautiful setting 
overlooking our lake we need to 
be mindful of these green areas 
so they are not lost  when 
planning any new sheds.  
 
Some visiting Steam Punks 
added a lot of colour as they 
wandered around our displays 
and enjoyed the military vehicle 
line up including John 
Belfield's Wrecker,  Warwicks 
Tank  and the jeeps  
Gordon Edwards photo 
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Members Exhibits A lot of our members 
have got a diverse range of interests many 
extending to classis cars.  Thankfully  they 
went to the trouble of bringing them along  
supplementing those brought by outside 
exhibitors making for quite a classic car 
display that greatly interested our visitors.  
  In this photo are Paul McMillan’s 
magnificent Brass  Overland , Phil 
Randall’s Plymouth and Willys sleave valve 
with Bill Sides sleave valve engine on display 
in front . The blue  Austin Healy  sports car  
is Adrian Andersons. 
Quite a few others were scattered round the 
lake’s green areas adding to the adventure of 
discovery for our visitors as they wandered .   

 Christine Blair set up her display of household memorabilia in the 
Fed Shed which was really great as it is contemporary with the 
machines the old men were playing with outside. Her sign simply 

said Do you remember 
…. Yes I did growing up 
in a house with a wood 
stove and no electricity 
but I do not think it will 
be much longer before 
most items are 
unfathomable to the next 
generation. Unless of 
course they look them up 
on their   i thing .   Ed 
 
Ian Stewart 
brought a long his fine 
collection of  his 
working steam model for 
display in shed 6  
making an interesting 
contrast to the huge   

                                         Lyttelton ship engines he plays with next door.  
 

Sam Newman  went to a bit of trouble to set up a bush humpy in the 
clump of trees opposite  the lake to set the scene for the display of his 

Sentinel Steam Waggon and rare vintage Vilie tourer .  A high quality OHV 6 cylinder vehicle produced by the 
grandson of John Deere , only a couple of hundred are known to survive . 

Bill McRobb 
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What's New  A visitor rang up to confirm the rally was 
still on and mentioned they like to come every year as 
there is always something new to see. I said there will not 
be too much new because we have been shut down for a 
year. Well on reflection there was actually quite a lot. The 
key to most of it was the completion of the Western 
railway relocation . A few volunteers had chipped away at 

it whenever restrictions permitted and with the 
easing at the end of the year a huge push had it 
all coming together in the last few weeks. With 
the old track pulled up opportunities were seen to 
take advantage of the new space generated and 
review our display layout to take advantage . 
  New Clydesdale platform further up the 

grounds was only finished the night 
before the rally.  

With this area opened up , the fence gone, old 
track up and earthmovers parked further up it 
makes it feel like one big rally ground instead of 
a separate back paddock .   

No trouble enticing people up the back now 
with  the center road now a pedestrian 
walkway,  trees established and  avenue of 
earthmovers . Just wait till we get the 
overpass in !  

The old crossing and fence gone 
and earth movers displayed 
along the central avenue the 

vacated corner was set 
up as a compound to 

display tractors and small mobile 
exhibits out of reach of climbing 
children . It did the trick 
  In front can be seen the old 
railway right of way which was 
then set up as the new Tractor 
Treck Track . 

New extended journey along the 
west boundary of the park greatly 
enhances the train experience      

This new route which starts in the arena  and  follows the old 
railway means small mobile exhibits can either access the 
ploughing area of the back paddock or circumnavigate the main 
rally grounds without actually having to drive through public 
areas yet still remain in view of our visitors.  See map in last 
months SS. Although used by a number of individual machines 
more coaxing will be required to run a Trek as such. 
New Diesel loco being constructed  with a Knoz 
Grant  ,getting set up for display on the Turntable  
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Club Displays    
This year Portable 
Steam was set up on the 
grassed areas on the western 
side of the lake.  
It was good to see the Johnson 
portable out and running 
regularly these days since its 
protracted restoration over at 
least 15 years.  
Similarly the pair of blue Hetz 
engines are getting more outings  
in line with  the family wishes . 

       Our Ploughing engines have long been an icon 
of our club after all we are a Traction Engine club.  
Since we now have a balance plough on site the expectation of 
seeing  ploughing demonstrations have risen as there is little 
else where in Australia that it can be seen let alone in the 
middle of a city of 4 million people.  Not everyone appreciates 
the huge demands it puts on machinery and manpower . This 
rally we always had at least one demo per day but having a 
second steam ploughing the last event of the day creates 
problems if we get behind schedule.  
     I think we need to think about how we can more efficiently 
conduct these displays.  

Something else very new but long talked about was the purchase of 
4 high quality illuminated glass display cabinets . With them only 
arriving at the last minute Rohan Lamb put in a huge effort setting 
up  displays including  the commercially produced miniature steam 
engines the club inherited from John Davies .   
 It will be a rotating display ! as not all can be displayed at 
once as well as some space will be devoted to club artefacts and 
memorabilia under the curatorship of Rohan lamb. They are housed 
in pavilion 6  
 
Covid 19 Requirements This was the biggest new thing this 
year as whether we had a rally or not hinged on it. The first 
thing was working out which category we fitted in to then there 
was still the uncertainty of  what restriction would be in force 
that weekend but our secretary Will Boothey got on top of it 
all. Just a few of the many changes we  made included upgrading 
the existing toilets . This included new automatic lights,  basins with splash boards,  running hot water and towel and hand 
cleaner dispensers  not to  mention commissioning contract cleaners and Rohan Lamb painting the floors. A transformation 
indeed and greatly appreciated judging from the comments received , thankyou  Adrian Anderson .  

   Ticket Sales also had to be handled differently due to the virus and transformation to the “cashless 
society”  Normally quite a team is required  to man the box all day  now made even more onerous 
by the need to collect contact details while avoiding queuing . Late in the stage it was decided to 
give on -line ticket sales a go . Response was amazing with it accounting for more than 1/2 the sales 
greatly reducing the burden of the ladies in the ticket box. It is obviously the way to go and begs a 
review of our promotional strategy traditionally based on long lead time hardprint  promotion.  
    Another change was ditching the traditional Saturday evening spit roast due to covid food 
handling restrictions and members being too tied up with  just getting the show on the road. Our 
Prez Dennis suggested sending out for pizza instead. This was a great success and will probably be 
the way from now on.   Perhaps all this is what they mean by The “New Norm “ 
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   The Lyttelton display is a great crowd pleaser. 
This year extra viewing aisles were installed with 
safety fencing so our visitors could get a closer view of the 
engine from the other side.  With an increase in the 
number of daily steamings of these giant engines  the 
Farrar boiler was pushed to the limit and went through a 
huge pile of hardwood pallets.   Bill McRobb photos  

Candid Camera 
Andrew Jackson , Eddie Bedwell and Ray 
Gillett , members going back to the Wantira 

days ,catching up  discussing Jelbarts no doubt .. 
 

Phil Randall Konking out in his 1927 Willys , not  
getting ready for on another outback trip I 
hope?    Peter Lynch photo 

Everyone has an Amazing time at SteamFest   


